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                            COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT AT ITS BEST!

                            Free up your time and focus on building your community

                            Learn More
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                            What is Extensia?

                            Extensia IS A COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT PLATFORM.

                        




                 

Extensia is a turnkey platform offering fundraising and community relationship management capabilities under one platform. We free you up from having to separately manage multiple services essential to grow your community.

We understand that growing your cause is of utmost importance to you. Extensia allowing you to take your community members through an transformational journey, so they can emotionally connect with, and become lifelong advocates for your cause.



Extensia is accessible to US-based 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations that are both approved for Apple Pay and recognized on the Benevity causes portal as a reputable nonprofits and assigned a unique identifier. Prior approval from Apple Pay is essential before utilizing our platform.
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                        From Curiosity to Advocacy

                        Grow your cause by transforming curious newcomers into lifelong advocates.


                    

                


            

        



        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            A single platform for your unique fundraising needs  
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                                Multiple Payment Options (ACH/Bank Debit, Credit Card, Paypal, Venmo, Cash)
                                


                            

                        

                    

                    
                








            


        


    

    









    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Let's Partner together to bring your idea to fruition

                        Request a Demo



                    


                

            

        

    

    









    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        How to get started? 

                        Four steps to supercharge your cause

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                


            

        

    




    
        

            
                
                    Why use Extensia? 

                    	Mobile Payments
	Scheduled, Split, and Repeating Payments
	Crowd Funding
	Global Reach
	Anonymous Donations
	Donor Payment Control
	Annual Donor Receipts


                

            


            
                

                

            



        

    





    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        Your Passion Generates  Belonging To Your Cause 

                        Consider Extensia to orchestrate your next fundraiser to generate that excitement in the room and online. When you are able to focus on building that energy with your audience, they feel connected with your cause and support naturally follows in terms of donations. Features like Seed Donations could help create a domino effect and accelerate the success of your fundraiser.                      

                    

                

            

        

    



    

    
        

            
                
                    
                        Simple | Consolidated  | Connected 

                        
                            No matter what the cause, we can help you grow your cause, increase community awareness globally, reach your fundraising targets, retain and remain connected with your supporters, and much more, while providing a single platform for payment processing, pledge follow up, event accounting, and community outreach.
 
                           


                           
                             
                            
                             Coming soon ...
                                Extensia will be adding support for auctions, facility rentals, experts marketplace, and much more!
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                    	Our Privacy Policy
	|
	Our Terms Of Use


                


            

        

    

    
    

    
    

        
            
                
                    
                        Copyright 2023. Extensia. All rights reserved. Extensia is a registered trademark of Trustmarq Global Services, Inc.
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